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ABSTRACT 
In a modern stored-program-controlled network, a 
considerable amount of information on the state of the 
network can be used for traffic routing. We investigate the 
problem of optimum state-dependent routing as a Markov 
decision process, and introduce a class of simple, easily
lmplementable routing schemes, the so-called "separable" 
schemes. Numerical results, for very simple networks, 
obtained with a member of this class called the DRS 

. (Direct-Routing-derived-Separable) routing scheme indicate 
an' almost-optimum performance. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we study the problem of optimal routing of 
telephone traffic when information about the "state" of the 
network is available for routing decisions. 

Traffic routing is evolving from time-invariant, hierarchical 
schemes to time-dependent, non-hierarchical schemes such 
as Dynamic Non-Hierarchical Routing (DNHR) introduced 
by AT &T Communications [11. With the use of network 
state information, as in the Trunk Status Map [21, more 
general state-dependent routing schemes become feasible. In 
these state-dependent schemes, for every individual call 
attempt, an individual "optimal" routing decision is made on 
the basis of a considerable amount of information on the 
state of the network (numbers of busy and idle trunks in the 
various trunk groups, etcJ at the time of the call attempt. 

The problem of devising efficient routing schemes is, and will 
remain at least in the near future , of considerable ' interest 
because of its impact on network provisioning cost [11. In 
another one or two decades this may very well change. If, 
indeed, optical fibers are going to make transmission an 
order of magnitude cheaper than switching, there will no 
longer be much of a reason to spend switching resources to 
save on transmission. Until that time, research into efficient 
routing schemes remains of great interest, possibly the more 
so because occasionally efficient routing may delay the point 
where capacity expansion is necessary. Thus it may make it 
possible to delay committing to a specific technology, 
possibly until a better technology becomes available. 

At any point in time the state of the network can be 
described by the state of all current connections (routes and 
elapsed times since start), Thus, optimal state dependent 
routing is a problem of optimal control of a semi Markov 
process on a huge state space. With standard assumptions, 
this problem can be reformulated as a semi-Markov decision 
process (still with ~ state space of astronomical size) or as a 
(gigantic) non-linear mathematical programming problem 
[31. 

In section 2 we state the standard simplifying assumptions 
which allow us to formulate the routing problem as a 
Markov Decision problem. In section 3 we give a brief 
overview of some aspects of the theory of Markov Decision 
processes, specialized for the problem at hand. We will see 
that even in the simplified model the truly optimal scheme is 
both very ' hard to find and, even if found, probably 
unimplementable anyhow. The two factors which make 
these problems so hard are the size of the state space (the 
state space can easily have more then 10100 states) and the 
fact that, in order to compare the relative desirability of two 
different routes, the state of trunk groups not in either of 
these routes may be relevant. 

At the end of section 3 we , will describe a class of routing 
schemes which we call separable schemes. These separable 
schemes have the properties that in order to compare the 
relative desirability of two routes, only information on trunk 
groups in those routes , is used, and, moreover, that the 
comparison is simple enough to make the schemes 
implementable. Also, at least some of these separable 
schemes can be very good. 

In section 4 we discuss the class of "direct routing schemes" 
and also introduce the related, larger class of "non-alternate 
routing schemes". 

In section 5 we obtain from these schemes other, separable 
schemes for which an intuitive argument is given which 
makes plausible that they are very good schemes, quite 
possibly almost indistinguishable in performance from the 
theoretically optimal (but unknown and probably 
unimplementable) scheme. These are the DRS scheme 
(direct-routing-derived separable) and the NARS scheme 
(non-alternate-routing-derived separable) . These schemes, 
which are separable and therefore simple enough to be 
implemented, and which are also expected to have very good 
performance, are the real raison d'etre of this paper. 

One of the reasons that these DRS and NARS schemes are 
likely to be very effective is that while older methods mostly 
take a defensive stance towards the statistical fluctuations 
inherent in telephone traffic, these DRS and NARS schemes 
can be said (with some justification, see section 5), to 
positively attempt to use these fluctuations to increase 
throughput and thus decrease blocking. 

The actual performance of separable schemes can be directly 
computed only for very simple networks. In section 6 we 
present, for a few very simple networks, numerical results on 
the performance of DRS schemes, and compare them with 
the performance of the theoretically optimal scheme. 
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Work is under way to extend this comparison to more 
realistic networks, and also to obtain a comparison of DRS 
and NARS routings with DNH routing: Together with A. 
Federgruen of Columbia University we have developed a 
method which may make it possible to obtain bounds for the 
difference in performance between the DRS and NARS 
schemes on the one hand and the theoretically optimal 
scheme on the other, even if the latter scheme is not known. 
Implementing this method still is a quite nontrivial job. 

2. NETWORK DESCRIPTION AND 
ASSUMPTIONS 

The network under consideration has N nodes (telephone 
switches). There are K = Y2 N(N-l) trunkgroups. 
Trunkgroup k (I ~ k ~ K) contains Sk trunks, with Sk ~O. 

The network need not be fully connected (Sk =0 is allowed). 

We assume that for each node pair (i,j) there is a Poisson 
process of intensity AiJ of call attempts (end to end between 
i and j). Each such call is either blocked (all routes between 
i and j which are allowed contain at least one trunkgroup k 
where all Sk trunks are busy) or rejected (at least one 
allowed route from i to j has at least one free trunk in all its 
trunk groups, but yet the call attempt is rejected to protect 
future call attempts), or routed. In the future we do not 
always distinguish between blocked and rejected calls. We 
assume that blocked and rejected calls are cleared. 

For each node pair (i,j) there may be a large number of 
allowed routes, say over trunkgroup k 1 == node pair (i,j) (the 
direct route), and over n two-link routes, 

trunkgroups (k 21l , k 21l+1) == nodes (j, 'Il' j),(p. = 1,2, ... , n) (2 . 1) 

and possibly over multi-link routes of the type 

trunkgroups (k 1 ,k 2• " ..• kn ) == nodes (j, I I> 12, ... ln-1> j) . (2.2) 

Usually, only direct routes and two-link routes are 
considered. We do not need to make that restriction in this 
section. 

Throughout this paper we make two assumptions about the 
stochastic behavior of this network. 

The first is that all calls have holding times which are 
exponentially distributed, "independent of everything else," 
and have expected value 1. (The average length of a call is 
used as unit of time). 

The second is that as soon as a call has been routed on an 
n-hop route as in (2.2) it becomes n independent calls on the 
n trunkgroups involved, each with an independent holding 
time as above. 

As a result, the state of the network at any time is described 
by the states of the K trunkgroups, i.e., the numbers of busy 
trunks in the K trunkgroups. 

Let Xk (t) (1 ~ k ~ K) be the number of busy trunks in 
trunkgroup k at time t. The state of the network at time t 
is then described by the vector. 

! (/) = (XI (I) , ... , XK (t), ) (0 ~ Xk (t) ~ Sk ) • (2.3) 

Let X denote the state space of this network. Clearly, X 
contains 

K 

\ X \- IT (Sk +1) (2.4) 
k-l 

different states. For example, with N = 20, 
K = 1/2 x 20 x 19 = 190 and Sk = 20 for all k, this gives 

\ X \ = 21 190 , (2.5) 

which is considerably mor~ than 1080, the estimated number 
of elementary particles in the universe! 

The state of the network can change only at call 
terminations and at epochs of call attempts. At call 
terminations no decision needs to be made. At call attempt 
epochs a routing decision needs to be made: either block 
(reject) or accept, and if the . decision is to accept, a route 
must be 'chosen. 

The decision depends on the node pair (i,j) and on the stale 
!, of the network at the time of the call attempt. The 
routing policy f/J thus is a map which assigns a routing 
decision to every (!" (i,j». 

The effect of a decision to route a call attempt (i,j) arriving 
in state !, = (x I> ... ,XK) over trunkgroups 
(k I •. .. • kn) == nodes (i , /1 •.. . • In- I> j) is a transition 

n 

!, - !, + ~ ~ k,; (2.6) 
v-I 

where ~ is the k - th unit vector: the vector with a at 
location k and zeros at all other locations. 

The effect of a call completion on trunkgroup k is a 
transition 

(2.7) 

and because of the assumption that an n-hop call behaves 
like n independent calls, there are no simultaneous call 
completions at different links. 

The effect of a call attempt which is blocked or rejected is 
no state transition, but in this case there is a lost call. 

The rate of an (i,j) call attempt in state !, is AiJ 

independent of!,. The rate of a call termination in 
trunkgroup k, while in state !" is Xk (dependent on !,) . 

The objective is to find a policy f/J which minimizes the loss 
rate, i.e., which minimizes the average number of lost 
(blocked or rejected) calls per unit of time. 

With the assumptions made in the beginning of this section, 
finding the optimal policy f/J is a continuous time Markov 
decision process on the finite state space X. 

There are several ways to find the optimal policy {!/J. by 
Howard's value determination - policy iteration method [41, 
by dynamic programming [51, or by solving a linear 
programming problem (with about I X I variables and more 
than I X I constraints, see [6]) . 

3. MARKOV DECISION PROCESSES 

In this section we give a quick overview of some aspects of 
the theory of Markov Decision processes, specialized for the 
problem at hand. 

If @'is any policy (a map which assigns a routing decision to 
every (:!., (i.j»), Howard's value determination step finds 
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the loss rate g corresponding with {ffJ (the average number of 
lost calls per unit of time if (ffJ is used) and values 
v (:!) (xfX) by solving a system of I X I linear equations with 
I X I unknowns. 

The value v (x) is the "relative value" of starting in state ,!., 
in the sense that there exists some constant c such, that 

E [number of calls lost in [0, t1 I ,!. (O) = ,!., policy {ffJ] 

= g t + v (,!.) + c + 0(1} (t- oo) . (3.]) 

If a set of (relative) values W (,!.) (,!. E x) is given (this set 
mayor may not be derived from a policy ~ it gives rise, in 
its turn, to a policy f!J': 

Assign the following costs: 

Cost of blocking or rejecting = 1 , (3.2) 

and the cost of routing over a route as in (2.2), (2.6) is: 
cost of routing over trunkgroups (k I> k 2 • .. .• kn ) 

= W (,!. + ±~) - W (,!.) . (3.3) 
v-I 

Now find the decision which minimizes the cost over (3.2), 
('3.3). i.e., if no feasible allowed routes exist, block 
(cost = 1). If at least one feasible, allowed route exists: 
minimize (3.3) over all feasible, allowed routes. If the 
minimum is < 1: use the route which minimizes (3.3). 
Otherwise, reject the call (cost = 1). 

The result is a routing decision for every (,!. , G,j}) , i.e., a 
policy &'. We now have: 

Theorem 3.1 Let w (x) (x fX) be given and construct &' as 
above. Define S ( ,!. f as the set of node pairs for which, if 
an (i,j) call attempt is made while the network is in state.:!. , 
the call . s blocked or rejected . Define £ (,!. , (i ,j)} as the 
state the uetwork moves to if an ( j ,j) caU attempt is made 
while the network is in state ,!., so that 

(3.4) 

Define g ( ,!. ) as 

g (,!.) = ~ Ai ,} + ~ Ai ,} (wil (,!.,(i,j)}) - w (,!.}) (3.5) 
(i ,}).S (,!) (iJ) 

+ ~ X k (w (,!. - ~) - w (,!.}) , 
k :Xk~1 

define gope as the optimal (minima!) loss rate, and define g' 
as the loss rate corresponding to &'. Then: 

(3.6) 

Moreover, &' is an optimal policy if and only if there is 
equality throughout (3.6). 

Proof: See [51. Howard's value determination - policy 
iteration method [4] chooses an arbitrary policy &b and then 
constructs a sequence of better and better (in the sense of 
(3.7) below) policies &b,@\ , .. . as follows: 

From policy ~ , determine the loss rate ge and (relative) 
values Ve (,!.) by the value determination method. Use these 
values ve (,!.) as in theorem 3.1 to construct policy {ffJt+I' 

(This is the policy iteration step). 

We now not only have that 

(3.7) 

but also that after a finite number of iterations we reach the 
optimal policy ?L (for which equality holds throughout 
(3.6». 

Remark 3.1. Because of the size of the state space X, any 
policy which is given in the form of a table of routing 
decisions is unimplementable. Theorem 3.1 showed us that 
many policies can be given in the form of a value function 
w( .). When there exists a mechanism to compute w ( ,!. ) 
quickly for any,!. , we in fact have an implementable poliCy, 
since for any (,!.,(i ,j)} only a few routes need to be 
compared. 

If we can find a value function w ( . ) which not only leads 
to an implementable policy but for which, also, the 
difference between the RHS and the LHS in (3.6) is small, 
we clearly have found a very good policy. We have not yet 
succeeded in doing this. 

A special class of value functions which lead to 
implementable policies are the separable value functions: 

Definition: A value function w ( . ) is called separable if it 
has the form. 

K 
w (,!.) = ~ WXk , k • 

k-l 

(3.8) 

A policy {ffJ is called separable if it is generated by a 
separable value function. 

Remark 3.2 The value function 'generated by a separable 
policy need not be separable! 

Remark 3.3 It is clear that a separable policy is 
implementable. In fact, (3.3) reduces to 
cost of routing over trunkgroups (k I>k 2 • ... ,kn ) 

n 

= ~ (WXk +I ,k. - WXk , k) 
v-I JI JI 

(3.9) 

In addition, it is useful to note that such separable schemes 
use essentially the. same information as the DNHR scheme. 

Remark 3.4 In section 5 we will present a separable value 
function v for which, even though the RHS and the LHS in 
(3.6) are not close together, an intuitive argument can be 
made which indicates that for the resulting separable policy 
# "probably" g' and gope are very close together. 
Depending on whether the separable value function v was 
derived from a direct routing scheme or from a non-alternate 
routing scheme we call &' a DRS (direct-routing-derived 
separable) or a NARS (non-alternate-routing-derived 
separable) scheme. 

4. DIRECT ROUTING AND NON ALTERNATE 
ROUTING 

In this section we describe a class of routing schemes which, 
while not necessarily optimal or even good, make it easier to 
introduce, in the next section, the DRS and NARS routing 
schemes. 

Definition In a non-alternate routing scheme there is for 
every node pair (i ,j) a set of m (i ,j) permitted routes. Route 
m (} ~ m ~ m (i ,j}) in this set has form 

route m == trunkgroups (k fm), .. . • kn<::» . (4.1) 

If an (i,j) call attempt is made, the system attempts, with 
pro\,}ability Pm (i ,j), to route this call over route m. If this 
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route happens to be available the call is so routed, otherwise 
the call is blocked: no alternate route is tried. 

A special case of non-alternate routing is direct routing: In 
this scheme only direct, single hop routing is allowed. 

For direct routing, it is clear that the different trunkgroups 
are independent M IM ISk I Sk blocking systems. It is likely 
that for many other non-alternate routing schemes this 
approximately still is true. 

In section 5 we will derive the DRS and the NARS 
schemes, respectively, from the direct routing scheme and a 
(still to be chosen) non alterate routing scheme. This is 
done (exactly for DRS and approximately for NARS) by 
obtaining the (Markov Decision process) value function of 
the original scheme and using it (as in section 3) to obtain 
the separable scheme. 

This means (see 0 .7» that the DRS scheme is at least as 
good as the direct routing scheme, while (almost certainly) 
the NARS is at least as good as the original non-alternate 

. routing scheme. 

An intuitive argument will be given which indicates that the 
differences in fact are sizeable. 

It seems intuitively clear that a very good or optimal non
alternate routing scheme will produce a very good NARS 
scheme. The problem of finding the optimal non-alternate 
routing scheme is under investigation. 

5. SEPARABLE ROUTING 

Suppose we have a non-alternate routing scheme ~ which, 
although clearly not the best state - dependent routing 
scheme, at least is very good in the class of non-alternate 
routing schemes. Suppose this routing scheme ~ has the 
property that, practically speaking, the K trunkgroups are 
independent M IM ISk ISk blocking systems. 

Let trunkgroup k have arrival rate of call attempts Ak' Note 
that if trunkgroup k corresponds with the node pair (i ,j), 
then, in general 

(5.0 

since, in the first place, not all call attempts (i ,j) need be 
assigned to the group k and, in the second place, some other 
traffic may be assigned to k. For direct routing, of course, 
equality holds in (5.1). 

Let us now do the following thought experiment: at time 
zero, let the system be in state !. and let a call attempt (i,j) 
be made. For this one call we can make "any" routing 
decision , but from that call on, the non alternate routing 
policy 31'0 assumed in the beginning of this section will be 
used. What is now the optimal way to route this one call? 

For each trunkgroup k, for each 0 ~ j ~ Sk -1, compute the 
probability. 

(5.2) 

that if the trunkgroup is in state j at, time zero (has j 

occupied trunks) and a special tagged, customer is added at 
time zero, then (at least) one future call will be blocked on 
trunkgroup k during the lifetime of the tagged call 
(assuming a Poisson arrival stream of intensity Ak ) . 

It is easily seen that then 

B (SbAk) 

Vj+l,k - Vj ,k - B (j, Ak) , 

where 

Aj ., 
B(j,A)=-TY 

~~ 
;-0 /. 

is the Erlang-B function . 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

Let us now evaluate the effect of routing the tagged call over 
route (kj,k 2 •. .. • kn ) . On trunkg'roup kv the probability 
that this causes future blocki.ng of a call, and therefore the 
expected value of the increase in the number of future calls 
blocked, is 

(5.5) 

If the probability that the tagged call will block a future call 
on two trunkgroups simultaneously is zero (this is true for 
direct routing and "probably almost true" for non alternate 
routing) then routing the tagged call over trunkgroups 
(kj,k 2 • . .. • kn ) increases the expected number of future lost 
calls by 

(5 .6) 

Hence, we can use (as in theorem 3.0 the separable value 
function 

K 

v (!.) = ~ VXk , k • 
k-l 

(5.7) 

Since every individual routing decison is based on a probably 
fairly good guess of the expected value of the increase in the 
number of future call blockings it causes, these schemes 
must be expected to perform quite well , possibly almost as 
well as the truly optimal scheme. 

6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

A comparison was made between the policy obtained by 
exact solution of Howard's equations and the DRS policy, 
derived from the separable v functions corresponding to 
direct routing. On account of the large sizes of state-space 
that are encountered, the calculations were limited to small 
networks but, it should be emphasized that the actual 
implementation of the 'separable' method is not limited by 
the size of the ' state-space; its requirements are much more 
modest, since they involve, for each node-pair, calculations 
only for the trunkgroups on the admissible paths. 

Figure 1 compares network blocking under the truly optimal 
routing scheme with that under the DRS scheme, at various 
load intensities, on several fully connected symmetrical 
networks; in each network, all trunkgroups have the same 
number of trunks and all node-pair loads are equal. The 
admissible routes for each node-pair consist of the direct link 
and every possible two-link path. The blocking under direct 
routing is included only to make the point that, at high 
enough loads, direct routing tends to be optimal. The results 
suggest that at both low and high loads, the DRS scheme is 
practically as good as the truly optimal scheme, with a 
rather modest range of load intensities where the difference 
is noticeable. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented an analysis of the problem of 
optimal state-dependent routing of telephone traffic as a 
Markov decision process. A class of simple, easily 
implementable routing schemes (the separable schemes) is 
introduced. An intuitive argument is given which indicates 
that some of these separable schemes (the DRS scheme and 
some NARS schemes) give very good performance. 
Numerical results given for the DRS scheme, for very 
simple networks, suggest that the performance of this 
scheme is quite close to the optimum. 
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FIGU~E 1 NETWORK BLOCKING IN FULLY-CONNECTED 
SYMMETRICAL NETWORKS. 
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